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Investment Advisor Michael A Boyson Vice President of Shearson Lehman Brothers, consults with Amos I
Orcutt Vice President for Operations of the University of Maine I oundation

GREAT RETURNS.
Over the last five years — thanks to a prudent investment

strategy and insightful donors — the University of Maine Foundation
has nearly doubled its assets
25 146 848

In 1991, the rate of return for the general
endowment fund was 22 85% * The Foundation
retains five professional money managers, as

well as Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc of

•TOTAL INVESTMENT
PERFORMANCE FOR THE
12-MONTH PERIOD FNDING
12/31/91 WAS 22 85%

Portland, Maine as investment advisor
For more information about how you can
share in our investment performance and
improve the University of Maine for future
generations, please call or write today

Creating a Margin of Excellence at Maine Since 1934

_______________________ UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FOUNDATION_____________________

82 Columbia Street • Suite 301* Bangor • Maine • 04401 • 207-947-5100 • /ox 207-947-6193

The University of Maine Alumni Association
Special Edition VISA and MasterCard.
The University of Maine helped shape your future. Now
you can return the favor-by acquiring our Special Edition
VISA or MasterCard. You’ll get prestige and buying conven
ience. And your Alma Mater will get the support it needs.
Each time you use your card, part of the transaction
fee goes directly to support vital university programs.
Plus, the Association receives a portion of the $10
annual fee.
And you benefit as well. From unsurpassed credit
convenience. A low $10 annual fee. An affordable annual
percentage rate. And all kinds of great travel benefits.

Homecoming savings are in the cards.
Apply for your Special Edition VISA or MasterCard
by July 31,1992 and your name will automatically
be entered in our fun-filled sweepstakes? You could
be the lucky winner of the special “Black Bear V.I.P.
Homecoming Weekend” package including:
■ Friday and Saturday night hotel accommodations.
■ $100 cash for dinner at a fine restaurant Saturday night.
■ Two V.I.P passes to the Presidential Luncheon before
the game.
■ Two seats in the President’s Box for the Oct. 17, 1992
Homecoming football game against the University
of Rhode Island.

■ Preferred seating for two at Gilbert and Sullivan’s “The
Mikado” Saturday night at the Maine Center for the Arts.
■ $50 gift certificate from the University Bookstore.
So add some class to your next shopping spreeand your Homecoming Weekend. Apply for your
University of Maine Alumni Association VISA or
MasterCard today?

What’s in it for you.
No annual fee for the first year?
Low Annual Percentage Rate of 16.5%.
$2500 Line of Credit?
Minimum 25-day grace period on all
purchases, regardless of previous balance.
■ Convenient VISA or MasterCard checks.
■ $150,000 airline travel insurance?*
■ Auto rental collision deductible insurance?*
■ Lost luggage reimbursement insurance?*
■ Travel discounts through Hewins
Carlson Travel Network?*
■ Cash advances at over 50,000 ATMs
worldwide including Key Bank Passkey
machines throughout the state of Maine.

■
■
■
■

For information, call 1-207-581-ALUM (2586).
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*$10 00 annually thereafter ‘‘Airline tickets car rental and travel plans must be purchased with your University of Maine Alumni Association VISA or MasterCard for coverage to apply
Additional restnctions apply complete details available 'If you do not apply for a card to enter just send your name and address on a postcard marked Homecoming Weekend and mail it to
University of Maine Alumni Association Crossland Alumni Center Orono Maine 04469 postmarked by July 31 1992 or stop by the Alumni Center and register in person by that dale
No account or purchase necessary to enter You must be at least 18 to enter Void where prohibited by law Participation and prizes may be subject to additional rules and regulations
1 Based on credit approval Opportunity available to apply for a higher credit limit A lower line may be offered to you if you cannot be approved for the $2 500 line Member FDIC
The Key Bank name and mark are trademarks of KeyCorp
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University of Maine Credit Union
Welcomes Fred Hutchinson Back to the University of Maine
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Free Checking Accounts with Overdraft Credit Lines Available • Savings
Accounts, Certificates of Deposit • IRAs • Loans For All Purposes • Financial
Planning Services • Mortgages, 15-30 Year Terms, Competitive Rates • Home
Equity Loans • VISA (no annual fee) • Teller-Phone • Money Orders • VISA
Traveler's Checks (no fee) • 24-Hour Drive-up ATM.
I

Membership open to all University of Maine Employees, Students, Alumni,
Maine Maritime Academy and Town of Orono Residents. Call us today for
Information on any of our services. •>.

ALL DEPOSITS INSURED TO $100,000 BY NCUA (U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCY;

University of Maine Credit Union
Rangeley Rd. (next to Ornamental Gardens) 207-581-1458
1-800-696-UMCU within Maine, 1-800-992-UMCU outside Maine
Business Hours: 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM Monday - Thursday, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM Friday
Drive-up Open: 7:00 AM Monday, 8:00 AM Tuesday - Friday
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Can Maine Athletics
Stay Competitive?
Devastating budget cuts
have forced UMaine to give
its sports program a lower
priority.
"
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The Return of Fred
Hutchinson '53
With openness, good humor,
and a willingness to listen,
the new MAINE president
begins a new era.

Making the Grade
While Americans worry
about the state of education,
UMaine is leading the way

in improving schools.
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Puttering with
Education Reform
A quality education seems to
grow more distant with each
newly funded program to
ensure it.
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LETTERS

BODWELL
MOTORS
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge

169 Pleasant Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-729-3375
Bath
207-443-5533

Bill Bodwell '50

Changing
Your Address?
Please attach your
present mailing label and
print your NEW address
on the lines below.

concerns that we (the Alumni Associa
tion) have an opinion on the subject and
have taken sides. I believe it is entirely
appropriate and justified that we express
our concern when the system has tended
to treat seven campuses as similar units
using mathematical formulas (both for
allocations and cuts) which ignore the
university's preeminence in higher edu
cation in the state "All things to all people"
bespeaks the worst example of common
denominator thinking which is entirely
inappropriate for the state's land-grant
undergraduate and graduate university.
The challenge for the university, for
each other campus and for the
Chancellor's office itself is to clearly de
fine unique missions, then identify each
unit's strengths and weaknesses as they
relate to that mission The system has
absorbed all the pro-rated cuts it can stand
A ten percent across the board cut makes
already weak programs weaker True
downsizing will have to mean vertical
(1 e program) cuts
True leadership will be evident when
trustees, presidents, and the chancellor
and his staff make the very difficult but
necessary decisions to bring the system
back into the political and economic reality
of the state in the 1990s.
The Association has taken a very strong
stand against further tuition increases;
every tuition increase (to help sustain
weak and ineffective programs) makes a
mockery of "multi-campus" access. It
wouldn't make any difference if we had a
dozen more campuses if we couldn't af
ford the tuition
1

Comments on the
management problems of
the corporate world

In regards to Tom Lynch's letter in the
Winter '92 issue of MAINE, Tom makes a
most cogent point- " .troubles in
US
corporate world . top management
.technologically illiterate. "Much of my
time as a consultant in mechanical and
metallurgical engineering was spent in
"fixing" situations which never should
have been allowed to arise Very often,
only a little common sense would do it.
But the wasted time, talent and money
due to wishful thinking, over-zealous
salesmanship and ignorance of things
technical, from the laws of nature to shop
practice, is far too great Further, the
present philosophy of. "if the program
will run, the solution must be right"
should give way to the (somewhat more
mundane) application of geometry, me
chanics and strength-ot-matenals U S.
corporations will, in general, continue to
be outclassed by the foreigners until they
and our technical schools, at all levels,
give over their hysterical dependence on
"the computer"—which is only a means
to an end Proper application of scientific
I programs can provide extremely useful
results when handled by individuals with
a strong technical background, not pro
grammers, and only when management
has the knowledge and will to control

Name_____________________

Carl Osgood ’38, MS '43

James H Goff ’63

Street_____________________
City_______________________

State____________ Zip______
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McPhee story was good for
the heart and soul

University leaders need to
make the tough decisions

Return to:
Editorial Assistant
MAINE magazine
Crossland Alumni Center
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469

I

want to add my name to what I am The article in the winter edition about
certain is a long list of those Bob McPhee, his acceptance of his injury,
complimenting you on your article 1 his determination, and his success is a
"Downsizing for the '90s"(MAINE, Win story good for the heart and soul of any
ter 1992). You have been able to treat a alumnus
Helen Keller said it well, "When we do
very complex issue with considerable
the
best we can, we never know what
focus and rationality.
Some who read it, I suspect, may have miracle is wrought in our life, or in the life
I

4 MAINE

MAINE STATE HOUSING AUTHORITY

i
.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ......

353 Water St. • P.O. Box 2669 • Augusta, ME 04338-2669
of another." (Out of the Dark—1913).
Thank you for an inspiring story about
a struggle that makes some of our own
look easy.
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Dwight A. Sewell
Director and Chairman

Dalmar McPherson '40

Remembering William Patten,
Class of 1891

On the Go the Maine Way

T

With residential, commercial, industrial &
personal property appraisals since 1975.

he 125th Anniversary Issue of the
Alumni Association magazine was most
interesting in reviewing the life and work
of some graduates of the University of
Maine.
I was disappointed in not finding any
mention of William N. Patten, a success
ful engineer and Maine graduate in the
Class of 1891. He was with Stone and
Webster Engineering Corporation for over
50 years.
I knew Mr. Patten and his family for as
long as I can remember. His home was
Cherryfield, where I was born and grew
up. I also went to the university and
graduated as a civil engineer in the class
of 1929.

i
i

PATTEN APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES. INC.
160 Fox Street, Portland, ME 04101 (207) 774-7553

I

MEMBER

Well Contractors
|

Mr. Patten always remembered
Cherryfield and its people and provided
relief for the poor. One of his many ser
vices was setting up a trust fund at the
University of Maine for students from ;
Cherryfield.
Also, I was glad to see that John C.
Willey, another graduate of the univer
sity from Cherryfield, was mentioned in
the Winter 1992 issue of MAINE. He also
always remembered Cherryfield and its
people and contributed to its civic activities.

Clarence A. Tucker '29

Robert H. Patten ’47

of

Across the Street or Across the State.
We also Service FAULTY WELLS.

Merl “Sam”
Dunham Inc.
Morrison Avenue, East Corinth
285-3306
If No Answer 285-7758

Weekends Call Dovcr-Foxcroft
564-2398 or 1-800-649-3307
FREE ESTIMATES

When it Comes to Charter Service

John T. Cyr & Sons Inc.
We Want to Hear From You.
Did any of our articles get you
thinking about your alma mater?
Send your comments, ideas for
UMaine's future, or reminiscences
to: Alumni Publications,
Crossland Alumni Center, UM,
Orono, ME 04469.

School Outings
Athletics
Picnics
Senior Citizens

Private Parties
Scout Trips
Clubs
Athletic Events
SCHOOL BUS SERVICE

160 Gilman Falls Ave.
Old Town

BUS RENTAL SERVICE
THOMAS BUS DEALER

827-2335
827-5286
1-800-244-2335
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Coach Trish Roberts
takes Michigan job

Student gambling
ring uncovered

After four years of success as
coach of the UMaine women's
In April, University of Maine
basketball team, Trish Roberts
public safety officials uncov
is moving to the Big Ten as
ered an on-campus sports
head coach of the University
gambling operation involving
of Michigan
49 students. Among those
At Maine, Roberts compiled
students were 20 UMaine ath
a record of 82 wins and 32
letes.
losses. She led the Black Bears
The vast majority of stu
to three conference champi
dents participated only by
onships and two North At
placing bets on professional
lantic ConferenceToumament
and college athletic contests
championships.
Under her
(none on contests involving
leadership, the Maine women
UMaine teams). Betting does
also made it to their first na
not violate either state law or
tional tournament, the Na
university policy, but it does
tional Women's Invitational
violate both NCAA and
Tournament.
UMaine athletic policy. The 20
"It was a great experience,"
athletes all received temporary
Roberts said of her time at
suspensions.
UMaine "I worked hard and
Four UMaine students were
did the best job I could do I've
involved in running the gam University of Maine Alumni Association president James Mullen
bling ring and they have been '72 (left) presents the 1992 Distinguished Maine Professor Award to made a lot of great friendships
Raymie McKerrow at the Honors Convocation at the Maine Center
here "
indicted by the Penobscot for the Arts.
County Grand Jury on vari
ous gambling charges Three
of the students pleaded inno Raymie McKerrow
also has published more than 40 Trustees put forth
cent, one pleaded guilty.
essays,reviews,articles,and book
blueprint for the
The exact amount of money honored by UMaine chapters
students bet was not known
He
also
has
made
outstanding
Alumni Association contributions to the university next century
because a month's worth of
betting records could not be
including service as department
found. But the records that
chair, associate dean, and coor
were confiscated by officials Raymie McKerrow, a profes dinator of student academic ser- Positioning the University of
Maine System to meet the de
indicate bets totalled at least sor of speech communication, I vices.
$90,000 and possibly as much was honored in May as the
Also presented at the Honors mands and limitations of the
as $150,000. On one day alone, Alumni Association's 1992 Convocation were the Presiden next century is the goal of
$3,900 worth of bets were Distinguished Maine Profes tial Awards for teaching, re Project 2002, a blueprint for
sor.
placed.
action that may change the
search, and public service.
The award is presented ev
The entire operation was
Christina Baker, associate way the campuses do business
Some parts of the prelimi
run out of a campus dormi ery year by the Association in professor of English at Univer
tory room. District Attorney recognition of outstanding sity College, was presented the nary report by the trustees
have already raised contro
Christopher Almy is now j achievement in teaching, re Outstanding Teaching Award.
continuing the investigation search, and public service. The i
The Public Service Achieve versy, in particular a recom
off-campus, but the students award, which carries a $2,500 ment Award was presented to mendation that all of the state's
involved deny that any off- gift, has been presented since Lucille Zeph, an associate pro community colleges be cen
1963 and is supported by the fessor of Education and acting tralized under the auspices of
campus activity took place.
The university received Class of 1942.
director of the Center for Com the Augusta campus.
In presenting the award, munity Inclusion
i
Kent Price, a spokesperson
praise from the NCAA, local
law enforcement officials, and Association president James
J. Malcolm Shick, a compara I for the chancellor's office, ex
the press for its swiftness and Mullen 72 noted McKerrow's tive physiologist, received the plained that the rationale for
openness in dealing with the creative teaching methods and Research and Creative Achieve I the proposal was to develop a
rigorous standards. McKerrow ment Award.
incident.
strong central community col
I

I
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I

lege program at UMA, the
campus with the mission of
delivering community college
education to the state.
But many, including newly
appointed UMaine president
Fred Hutchinson '53, have
raised questions about the
idea. Hutchinson said that he
would have to be shown that
Augusta could take over the
University College campus
without diminishing quality
and service to greater Bangor.
The report also discusses
raising admission standards,
making transferring courses
within the system easier, re
vamping teacher education
within the state, and making
changes in Cooperative Ex
tension at UMaine.
The trustees also released
the results of a three month
study on the efficiency of the
UMaine System administra
tion. That study, conducted by
Hugh
Farrington
of
Hannaford Bros., Bradford
Perry of the State University
System of New Hampshire,
and John Duffy of Coopers
and Lybrand, an accounting
firm, found that the system is
generally well-run with no
“buckets of fat."

UMaine graduates
largest class ever
U.S. Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell addressed a
record 1,900 graduates at the
University of Maine's 180th
commencement on May 9.
Mitchell urged the gradu
ating UMaine alums to
strengthen the nation through
community work.
"As the recent violence in
Los Angeles shows, a com
munity can be a very fragile
thing," Mitchell said.
Unfortunately, the weather

i

Maine's Scott
Pellerin voted best
in college hockey
University of Maine hockey
star Scott Pellerin was pre
sented with college hockey's
highest honor, the Hobey
Baker Award, at the NCAA
Final Four in Albany.
"There are so many great
players in the country and so
many just on our team,"
Pellerin said. "Just to be a
finalist is an honor. To win it
is a dream come true."
The Hobey Baker Award
was just the latest honor for
Pellerin. He was also chosen with 223 (106 goals and 117
as the Hockey East Most assists). He also holds the
Valuable Player and was I records for power play goals
named as a first team All- (47) and games played (167).
American.
Shortly after receiving the
Pellerin is the university's Hobey Baker, Pellerin began
all-time career points leader what he hopes will be a suc

did not cooperate, and the cer
emony had to be moved from
Alumni Field into the Alfond
Arena.
The university awarded
honorary degrees to pioneer
ing nuclear physicist and
Princeton professor John
Archibald Wheeler and Maine
lobster industry leader Ed
ward
Blackmore,
of
Stonington.
Alumni Association presi
dent Jim Mullen 72 welcomed
the graduates to the ranks of
the UMaine alumni body and
talked of the many illustrious
graduates who came before
them.
Valedictorian of the Class
of '92 was Stephen Ouellette,
of North Berwick. He was an
engineering physics major
with a 3.99 G.P.A.
The class salutatorian was
Beth Watson, of West Paris.
She was an animal and veteri
nary sciences major with a 3.97
G.P.A.

cessful career with the New
Jersey Devils system. But he
won't soon forget the Uni
versity of Maine or the
cheering crowds at Alfond.
“These have been the best
years of my life," Pellerin said.

UMaine graduates Jim Eastman '92 (left) and Keven Lanouette '92
will both be attending Harvard Law School in the fall.

Two economic
majors headed for
Harvard Law School
UMaine students Kevin
Lanouette, of South Berwick,
and Jim Eastman, of Oakland,
will be headed to Harvard Law
School this fall.
Both students are first gen
eration college students and

both attributed their success
to the leadership they found
in the department of econom
ics.
Of the almost 8,000 people
who apply to Harvard Law
every year, 540 are accepted.
Lanouette, who earned a
3.95 G.P.A., expects to enter
corporate law.
Eastman, who had a 3.7
G.P.A., would like to enter
government service.
SPRING/SUMMER 1992 7
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Can Maine Athletics Stay Competitive?
Devastating budget cuts have forced the university to give
its sports program a lower priority.

w

hen the Program and Budget research a 9 1 percent cut, student affairs position7 Even if the results had been the
Review Task Force recom an 11 9 percent cut, public service a 13 8 same, it would have been easier to accept
mended that $408,313 be cut percent cut, and athletics an 18 5 percent if we had someone on the task force."
At least one task force member, Alumni
from the athletic department it sent shock cut
Athletics represent only 2 percent of Association executive director Max Burry
waves around the campus, especially at
the total university budget, yet it was '57, does not believe that the lack of a
the Memorial Gymnasium.
Reaction to the recommendation from asked to shoulder 12 percent of the bud representative from the sports program
get reduction on campus And that comes had any bearing on the final decisions of
the athletic office was swift and strong
"As a department on this campus, we are after two consecutive years of dispropor the group
"While there wasn't anyone with an
certainly willing to take our share of the tionate cuts in Maine sports programs
cuts," said UMaine athletic director,
Were the cuts fair? It depends on who athletic title on the task force, there was
strong support for athletics from a num
Michael Ploszek. "In fact, we are willing you ask.
Many in the athletic department feel ber of members," Burry says "Our chair
to take more than our share if it is for the
betterment of the institution But this ac that the task force did not understand person was especially articulate in mak
tion goes beyond any reasonable or ratio that university athletics and academics ing the case for a viable Division I pro
gram "
nal boundaries."
are interwoven.
Indeed that chairperson, Maine's di
The athletic cuts were the most con
"Athletics clearly impacts academics via
troversial part of the 24-member task recruiting of students and the enhance rector of financial management, Charles
force's recommendations. The group was ment of the overall student experience," (Chick) Rauch made it clear going into the
reactivated this spring in response to the says asst director of external affairs Ian task force sessions that he thought athlet
$3.5 million reduction in state funds and McCaw. "Not to mention that Maine ics had taken about as much cutting as it
a projected $1 million loss in tuition rev sports are involved in many public ser could stand
But in the end, Burry notes, the threat
enue for next year.
| vice events, from clinics to speaking en
Because the last cuts occurred in the gagements, to the A-Plus attendance pro of deep cuts in academic programs dic
middle of the academic year, the univer gram. These are some of the most visible tated that athletics take an even deeper
sity was forced to institute across-the- university programs in the state."
j cut
"In my judgment," Burry says, " it was
board reductions on campus. The task
One reason the Maine athletic folks
force was formed to respond to next year's think their importance wasn't recognized a consensus that it would be unconscio
budget cuts with study and forethought is that they had no representative from nable to do other than prescribe signifi
and the least effect on the university's the department on the task force.
, cant reductions in athletic funding from
quality and overall mission. In that regard,
"It was a case of taxation without rep state sources."
That assessment was supported by
they determined to make academics the resentation," says Matt Bourque, asst. |
top priority, followed by research, public sports information director. "We need i President Hutchinson, who accepted the
service, and athletics.
representation and we expect it in these i task force recommendation saying he did
The group's recommendations follow situations. We are one of the four prime j not encounter much support for restor
those priorities. Academic affairs was areas, and we were unrepresented. Why ing athletic funding from the campus
asked to take a 5.5 percent reduction, did the task force want to put itself in that community.
i

I
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The cuts raised difficult questions more difficult. Football coach Kirk Ferentz
about the direction and the future of sports has been faced with this problem for two
at Maine. Will programs be able to stay at years.
"Parents have been expressing con
their present Division 1 levels? How will
budgets affect recruitment of student/ cern to me," Ferentz says, "not about the
athletes and coaches? Will Maine be able ! department per se, but about the quality
to field competitive teams? And will the I of education in general. These continued
cuts mean that some sports will have to be budget cuts will affect our ability to at
dropped?;
That last question is answered
by Ploszek with a resounding
no. He has publicly pledged that
as long as he is athletic director
none of the university's 19 sports
programs will be cut.
"We've now got to find the
sources for money to support
the programs," says Bourque.
"Ticket revenue is one possible
area where we can get extra
money. We won't charge admis
sion to any new sports, but 80,000
tickets were sold for Maine
hockey last year. A $1 increase in
the ticket price means an extra
$80,000 from hockey. The down
side, of course, is that the public
won't like a rise in ticket prices."
Besides increasing ticket
prices, the athletic department is
looking at other ways of raising
money such as charging recre
ation fees for the use of the ath
letic facilities and using the
Alfond Arena for concerts and
other events. And restructuring
athletic schedules could save
money. Finally, the department
is hopeful of raising more pri
vate funds (for one new and in
novative sports funding idea see
page 29).
One Maine alumna is skepti
cal that any of these efforts will
result in substantial revenue.
tract top student-athletes as well as top
"Don't tell me about gate receipts and faculty and staff."
private funding," says Kim Marchegiani,
And while on the subject of football,
Class of 1979. If it were that impressive, McCaw says there is no chance that Maine
these programs would be self-support will go to Division 1-AAA (limited schol
ing. And I don't think they're going to be, arship football) right now because there
no matter how many seats are added to are no other 1-AAA teams for UMaine to
the Alfond Arena, or how many times play. But if the Yankee Conference moves
Stephen King steps in at the last minute." to a new limit on scholarships, he says
The athletic department is also con Maine's $1.3 million plus football budget
cerned about the recruitment of student/ could be substantially reduced.
athletes and coaches. They say the nega
Matt Bourque believes the recruitment
tive publicity makes recruiting top people of coaches will become much harder in

the face of the cuts.
"If s awfully tough to get good people
with the negative publicity," Bourque
says. "But Maine is still competitive in
terms of salary and scholarships, and we
have done very well in this area in the
past. We have to be able to face these cuts
and survive. We can turn the situation
around if we can show we faced
adversity and still won."
But some of the athletes are
not so optimistic. Basketball
player Christina Strong is con
cerned about the loss of her head
coach to the University of Michi
gan (see story on page 6).
"The biggest impact is from
the loss of our head coach,"
Strong says. "We're looking, and
we want to bring in the best that
we can. But not many people are
interested in moving to a school
where they will receive less
money and where the number of
scholarships we can offer may
be a question mark."
And some of the members of
the swim team, which was kept
alive for another year by a dona
tion from Stephen '70 and
Tabitha'71 King, are also dis
couraged.
"This year and last year we
were scheduled to be cut," says
swimmer Jennifer Boucher. "In
fact, we heard our program was
cut when we were getting ready
for the championships. Swim
ming is a tough sport, and it's
hard to stay motivated with all
this upheaval. Our coach is a
strong individual, and we look
to him as our leader. But how can
he lead when his job is threat
ened? If I were the coach, I would plan a
career move. Despite the efforts of a lot of
great people, I think the swim program
will eventually wither away."
Ploszek, however, is more philosophi
cal about the situation. Although he's not
happy with the level of support for athlet
ics, he is still determined to maintain the
university's recent history of success.
"Maine doesn't want to be a national
powerhouse," he says. "We just want to
be the best in our division. I think we
can still do that."
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"A Triumph of the
Human Spirit"
iV »

Hoa Trung Duong '92 risked his life to escape

Vietnam in 1983. Now he is the second member
of his family to earn a degree from UMaine.

t was 1983—eight years after the fall while he waited for official approval to
of Saigon to the Vietnamese com immigrate to the United States. And in
munists. Hoa Trung Duong '92 was May 1984, less than a year after his escape
only 15, but he had already attempted
from Vietnam, Hoa Trung Duong was
nine escapes from his native country—all reunited with his brother Lap '88 and
without success. Once, when he was just sister Yin in Lewiston, Maine He hadn't
11, he was caught by Vietnamese police seen either of them since they had es
and imprisoned for a week. If his father caped to the U.S in the late 1970s.
hadn't had the means to pay off an offi
He spoke no English Nonetheless, Hoa
cial, he might have spent up to a year enrolled at Lewiston High School that
behind bars.
fall. As with his brother and sister before
But Hoa's tenth escape attempt him, he became a diligent student
clicked He rendezvoused with a small
After graduation, he again followed in
fishing vessel in Saigon and followed the his brother Lap's footsteps as an engi
river to the ocean resort of Vung Tao. neering student at the Uni versity of Maine.
After a few days, he boarded another And this spring, Hoa became the second
small boat with 24 fellow escapees and UMaine graduate in his family—a proud
headed for international waters in the member of the Class of 1992.
South China Sea.
When Hoa thinks back on his experi
"It was a very small boat in a very big ence, he is well aware of the potential
ocean," Hoa remembers. "I guess the danger he faced in his escape from Viet
ocean seemed especially large to me be nam. He knew people who had died
cause I was only 15. Many ships went by, trying to escape. And he heard all the
but they didn't pick us up. We waved and horror stories from fellow escapees—
shouted to get their attention, but they enough to contemplate for a lifetime. He
didn't pick us up."
is grateful for his good fortune in having
A week passed, and the owner of the finally made it to the U.S. without a major
boat was about ready to unload his pas incident.
sengers onto the nearest island. Finally,
At the Philippine camp, Hoa was with
an American ship went by. Hoa's hopes refugees who had to stay in their small
grew as he saw the ship turn around and boat for over a month before they were
come astride the little fishing vessel. The finally picked up. They ran out of food
American captain had called home port and had to resort to desperate means in
and received permission to board Hoa order to survive.
and the other passengers and take them
"They had to eat humans," Hoa says.
to Taiwan.
"You could tell the people who did it by
From Taiwan, it was on to the Philip the look in their eyes. It was something
pines for 10 months in a refugee camp they couldn't forget, but they had to do it
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to survive. They took a lottery to deter
mine whom it would be And then I guess
some of the older people on the ship
volunteered to be first. It was a terrible
thing, but luckily it happened very
rarely."
The day before Hoa left Saigon, an
other boat of escapees was shot at by
police and several people were hit.
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"It was scary/' Hoa remembers. "Many
people risked their lives—many people
got killed. But I wanted to get out so
badly, I didn't think of the danger."
Hoa says he and his family wanted to
escape from the oppressive political cli
mate and the severe economic problems
in Vietnam. His father, who had a farm
about 120 kilometers north of Saigon,

was a businessman who knew there
would be more opportunity for his chil
dren in the United States. Although he
did not know what day Hoa escaped
from Vietnam, he was instrumental in
helping to get him out.
"My father wanted me and my broth
ers and sisters to have a future," Hoa
says."He wanted me to get a university
education, something that was hard to
get in Vietnam."
It was common for Vietnamese par
ents to try to get their children out of the
country after the fall of Saigon in 1975.
Hoa remembers four- and five-year-old
children without their parents on his boat.
"The parents might not have enough
money to pay for themselves and their
children," he says. "So they would just
send their kids, knowing they would be
better off in America. And maybe when
they grew older they would arrange for
their parents to come. Vietnamese think
in the long term."
That is what happened in Hoa's fam
ily. Hoa and his brother and sister never
forgot their parents or their younger sib
lings. And after years of effort, they fi
nally were able to bring the entire Duong
family to Lewiston last December.
"My father worked very hard to save
money to get his children out," Hoa says.
"Now it is our turn to pay him back."
Family loyalty is part of what Lewiston
High School guidance counselor James
Larouche refers to as the "legacy of honor"
that Hoa, Yin, and Lap brought to the
United States. Larouche knew a bit about
Vietnam himself, having served two years
there during the war. He was even familiar
with the language. Hoa attributes much
of his success at adjusting to a new culture
and academic environment to Larouche.
"When these kids first came over here
you could tell they were living by a code
of honor," Larouche says. "To bring honor
to their family. I know they were study
ing 10 hours a day at the same time they
were all holding several part-time jobs."
Larouche says that it was sister Yin
who held things together at home. He
remembers her spending time at the local

//

♦

mall to study what the local teenagers
were wearing. Then she would go to
Good Will, get old clothes, take them
apart, and remake them into the latest
fashions.
"She was amazing," Larouche says.
"They were always among the best
dressed kids at the school."
Larouche also speaks glowingly of
Yin's expertise as a cook. "Sometimes
she would buy one chicken," he says,
"and that would make their meals for a
week. And she made great meals; she is
an outstanding cook."
Resourcefulness, hard work, and
strong family loyalty are qualities that
have already produced two top notch
UMaine engineering graduates from
the Duong family. And with Hoa's
younger siblings now settled in
Lewiston, there may be more college
graduates in the not-too-distant future.
Hoa is now an American citizen,
and he seems right at home in Ameri
can society. But he has not forgotten
about the country he came from. He
regularly reads Vietnamese newspa
pers, talks to people about what is hap
pening there, and hopes to return for a
visit. He believes that despite the divi
sive, protracted war, Vietnam and
America will become friends.
"Vietnamese had no hostility toward
Americans after the war," he says. "They
hope that relations with the USA get
better so they can have trade and eco
nomic development. Already lots of
things have changed in Vietnam. Saigon
is returning to the kind of city it was
before its fall in '75. Someday the whole
country will change and I would like to
go back and work to help it."
Three scared kids, speaking no En
glish, on their own in a strange coun
try—Parents from a war-torn, op
pressed land, determined, even at great
risk, to give their children a better op
portunity. It is a story of loyalty, deter
mination, and courage. When Jim
Larouche reflects on it, he is filled with
admiration. "It's a triumph of the hu
man spirit," he says.

I wanted to get out so badly, I didn't think of the danger."
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The Return of
Fred Hutchinson '53
TAT
1/%I

With openness,

f

good humor, and a

V

hen Fred Hutchinson '53 became dean of the College of
Life Sciences and Agriculture at UMaine in 1973, he began

a practice of spending a week every summer on a Maine

farm. He didn't want to just rely on reports about agriculture in Maine,

willingness to listen,

he wanted to get out and see what was going on himself. Every year he

picked a different farm, put on his boots and his blue jeans, and worked

the new Maine

for four or five days as a farmhand. In the evening he talked with the
families about their problems and needs.

president has

The approach was quintessential Fred Hutchinson. He likes people,
he likes hard work, and he likes to get his information first hand, even

started to bring an

if it means getting a few blisters and a sore back.
And while learning from direct experience is important, Hutchin

anxious university

son also gets information by being a perceptive listener who quickly

grasps the essence of what people are saying.

community

That quality was evident even before Hutchinson's term as UMaine's

new president began in April. While he was a candidate visiting the

together.

campus he quickly picked up on the fact that morale among university
faculty, staff, and students was at a low ebb. He sensed the divisions

developing on campus over budget cuts and other issues.I
In typical fashion, the new president went right to work on the
problem. He immediately set up a series of four public hearings

around campus which were open to all members of the university

community.

At those hearings the new president introduced himself and gave

a brief explanation of why he had asked people to come. "I'm not a

visionary," he said. "I don't have a preconceived plan for the future of
4

the university. I have come to listen and to learn about your concerns."
’

STORY BY JIM FRICK --

Photography by John Baer '92
I
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And he did just that. He listened. He listened carefully. And when

questions were asked, he responded with considerable candor.
Opposite page: Fred and Dione Hutchinson ’54 in the President's House
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"I just don't know anything about that," ment between faculty and administra tion," Porto says. "No distinctions were
he said frankly to several questioners. tion for some time," Hall says. "But Fred made between anyone there."
"Why don't you tell me what you think." has always operated in a very open way
Hutchinson's winning ways have
When he did have answers, they were and has given everyone an opportunity some people wondering if he is for real.
always direct and often interwoven with to speak and be heard. The faculty per But not the people that really know him.
pertinent stories and personal experi ceives this and they are excited about
"Fred has always had the quality of
being involved again."
ences.
winning people over," says his wife Dione
Hutchinson's reputation for listening Hutchinson '54 "His openness, honesty,
At a recent gathering for campus honor
societies, the warmth of a Hutchinson and getting people involved isn't re and sense of humor are what do it. He has
speech surprised and pleased student stricted to Maine. As a dean, vice presi always been this way. Over the years
government president Brent Littlefield.
dent, and eventually as provost at Ohio people have learned that they can trust
"At an event like this, your typical State, he won the praise of most everyone him—he doesn't talk out of both sides of
college president gets up and talks about J on campus.
his mouth. He has always been a fun,
"The interesting thing about Fred," happy, very positive person. He never
how wonderful the place is and about the
great academic and athletic programs," says former Ohio State president Ed gets mad. I never remember him raising
Littlefield says. "But President Hutchin ward Jennings (now a professor in OSU's his voice to our kids or to me."
son didn't talk about any of that. He College of Business), "is that here is
As an example of her husband's abil
talked about friendship, and learning somebody who spent most of his life in ity to win people over with his openness,
about friendship, and about how the agriculture yet as provost he was well Dione Hutchinson tells of a recent trip the
friends these students made at college accepted by all the rest of the campus— newpresident made to Aroostook County.
would make a difference in their lives. He engineering, business, history, art, medi
"He went up to the county to talk to
hit right on what UMaine is all about He cine, you name it. That is primarily be Extension leaders," she says. "He hadn't
looks at the university and doesn't just cause he let people know very quickly been m the job long, but he had to tell
see an academic institution He sees that he was interested in them and that he them that there would be a 14 percent cut
people."
was going to find out about their area by in Extension. He gave them all the bad
The response to Hutchinson's style is listening to them and having open com news right up front, but he did it in a way
overwhelmingly positive. In fact, it's hard, munications."
that, when he was done, they gave him a
no, it's downright impossible to find any
And Brad Hall's prediction that standing ovation Afterwards, someone
one on campus who has a bad thing to say UMaine faculty will be much more in came up smiling at Fred and said
about him. And it's not just people at volved in decision-making under 'Something's wrong here You come up
UMaine. The press, education leaders, Hutchinson is supported by what and tell us we're getting this big cut, and
and alumni from around the state have all Jennings observed at Ohio State
you get a standing ovation.' I don't know
given him high praise for his first few
"He is very much devoted to the issue how he does it. But he has a very special
months.
of faculty governance," Jennings says
quality when dealing with people."
In fact, you could say that Fred "He understands that a university is its
Hutchinson's background may have
Hutchinson and the state of Maine are faculty. In fact, he is very much commit something to do with his much admired
having something of a love affair. Part of ted to involving whatever group might leadership style. He was born in rural
it, of course, is that Hutchinson is a home- be affected by a decision, whether it be Atkinson, Maine, but moved to Dovertown boy—his endearing accent and his faculty or students He is a person who is Foxcroft when he was about nine. His
home-spun stories remind us of that. comfortable with all kinds of people."
father was a truck driver who also worked
What's more, he is a home-town boy who
in the woods and on farms.
made good His rise to the position of
hat quality was evident in
"Fred started out as a poor kid in rural
provost at Ohio State gave him stature as
Hutchinson's first few weeks on Maine, and he has never forgotten what it
a national academic leader.
the job He regularly went alone was like to be poor," says Vaughn
But it isn't his stature, it's his under- •
over to the Damn Yankee for lunch. And
Holyoke. "That is a hell of an asset. He
standing of Maine and his openness to he cheerfully joined any table that had an remembers where he came from and that
which people are responding
empty chair. It was something of a new gives him a better perspective on what
"There are a couple of things that are experience for the university community, the state and the university are all about "
important about Fred," says Vaughn but one which made a positive impres ;
No one in the Hutchinson family had
Holyoke, a program administrator for sion.
gone to college. But from a very early age,
Extension. "He understands the needs of
"I was sitting eating lunch and reading Hutchinson was motivated to achieve in
the people of Maine—from the laborers the paper when I saw a shadow behind life, but always in a manner that won the
to the top executives in the state. The me," says Gary Porto,of the development trust of all he met.
other thing is that he has a great ability office. "I turned around and it was Fred
When he was in high school, for ex
and willingness to listen. He may not Hutchinson He asked me if I would mind ample, Hutchinson contacted some
agree with you but he will always hear if he joined me. I was kind of shocked. I'm strawberry growers who hired him to
you out."
not in any high-level job, and here the take their produce to market.
Geology professor Bradford Hall, who president of the university asks if he could
"They trusted him, and they knew he
worked as a fellow vice president with join me for lunch. I was very impressed to would get a fair price," remembers
Hutchinson for a time at Maine, says that say the least."
Hutchinson's father-in-law, Matt Wil
Hutchinson's openness is an exciting
Porto says that within ten minutes sev liams '28. "He was very enterprising and
change for faculty.
eral faculty and students joined the group. highly trusted by everyone who knew
"There has really been an estrange "We had a very free-flowing con versa- him."
*
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Williams first met his future son-inlaw when Hutchinson was in grammar
school. That is when he started dating
Dione. Williams remembers people com
menting about seeing the young couple
walking hand-in-hand and about how
happy they seemed even then. Forty-plus
years later, people are saying the same
thing.
At Foxcroft Academy, people re
member Hutchinson as an excellent
student and a leader. So much of a
leader, in fact, that Williams says he
thinks the school's principal was
jealous of him. He served three years
as president of his class and one
year as the head of the student coun
cil.
Hutchinson was a half-back on
the football team, but he confesses
that he wasn't really much of an
athlete. He also took part in school
plays. But most Do ver-Foxcroft folks
remember Hutchinson best as a "tre
mendous worker," who, out of ne
cessity, worked all through high
school.

cultural Club.
According to professor emeritus Win
Pullen *41, all of Hutchinson's labor and
activities didn't prevent him from being
an excellent student.
"He was a pleasure to have in class,"
Pullen says. "He was a highly motivated
student—right into everything, always
asking questions and responding to ques

when the opportunity to continue my
education arose, I knew that was what I
wanted to do."
From that point on, as the UMaine
president says, it was pure opportunism.
After getting his master's, a faculty posi
tion opened up in his field. A few years
later he had the chance to take a sabbatical
and work on a Ph.D. from Penn State.
Soon after returning to his teaching
job at Maine, the chairmanship of
the department became vacant.
Hutchinson's mentor, UMaine
president emeritus Winthrop Libby
'32, asked the young professor to fill
the position.
"I had never thought about be
ing an administrator," Hutchinson
said. "But I found I loved it. I loved
administration. I loved getting stu
dents and faculty working together,
setting priorities, charting the fu
ture, listening to each other. "
The careers of Hutchinson and
Libby became intertwined. As the
senior UMaine administrator
moved up the ladder, Hutchinson
moved with him. The two agrono
mists developed something of a
hen it came time to gradu
ate, Hutchinson knew he
mutual admiration society.And
certainly Libby's style of openness,
wanted to go to college. He
was bright and his association with Fred Hutchinson as a senior at Maine
inclusiveness, and tolerance
Dione's parents (both Matt and
through the turbulent Vietnam-era
Ruby Williams '25 are UMaine
had a strong influence on Hutchin
"When he started at the
graduates) made him realize the
son.
value of higher education. He was
university, he had just enough
One time, after the cow barn on
also influenced by an agriculture
campus burned to the ground, Win
money for one semester. But, by
Extension agent who took an interest
Libby took his protege to the state
in the young man. He urged him to
legislature to ask for funds to re
golly, he was determined to go.
go to UMaine and to study agri
build.
culture.
"What should I say?" Hutchin
He wanted an education, and he
That agent also helped Hutchin
son inquired of Libby on the ride to
son overcome a major obstacle on
was willing to work to get it."
Augusta. "Just tell them our barn
the road to college—money. Paying
burned and that we've got a herd of
for college was out of the family's
cows in Orono and no where to put
reach. But the agent persuaded
them," Libby responded.
UMaine's agriculture dean, Fred Loring, tions. He was that kind of guy—just like
"That's just what I said," Hutchinson
to give the aspiring Dover-Foxcroft stu he is now."
remembers, with a hint of nostalgia for
dent a $100 scholarship.
After graduating, Hutchinson jumped those simpler times, "and by God, we got
"If it wasn't for that $100,1 probably on the first employment offer he received our cow barn!"
would not have been able to go to col from a seed company in Connecticut ("I
Eventually, when Win Libby became
lege," Hutchinson says.
was scared to death I wouldn't get a job!"). UMaine president, he chose Hutchinson
"When he started at the university," But he wasn't out of UMaine long when to serve as the permanent chair of the
Williams remembers, "he had enough he received a call from plant and soil department of soil sciences. He went on
money for just one semester. But, by golly, sciences department chair Roland to become dean of the college and later
he was determined to go. He wanted an Struchtemeyer asking him if he wanted to served as a vice president under Howard
education, and he was willing to work to run the seed and soil laboratories at the Neville.
get it."
university.
One of his most impressive accom
And he did work hard to help pay his
"He told me it was a professional posi plishments at Maine was the develop
way through school—hour after hour at tion and that I would be able to take ment of a cooperative marine program
the university farm and greenhouse. But courses toward a master's degree," for Maine and New Hampshire that re
he had enough time to join Sigma Phi Hutchinson remembers. "It's funny, be sulted in federal designation as the
Epsilon fraternity and the UMaine Agri fore that call I had no career goals. But nation's 14th Sea Grant College.

W
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But throughout his time at Maine throughout his career, opportunity be "And she is a great asset. They would
Hutchinson also enjoyed doing things gan to knock at his door. A year after constantly entertain together—and I mean
that, as Win Pullen describes, "were on arriving at OSU the vice president for together And during Fred's long recov
the adventuresome side." Pullen remem agriculture left and Hutchinson was asked ery from his accident, she continued to
bers when then Dean Hutchinson thought to fill the vacancy. He was there for just carry on and host people "
the faculty should get a better under two years when the provost job opened
The accident to which Jennings refers
standing of what the state of Maine was i up and Ohio State's president asked him is a bicycle accident that occurred about a
to fill it.
all about.
year and a half ago in Ohio Hutchinson
It was a job he didn't seek, but he came home from work and headed out
"He arranged bus trips to take faculty
members to different places,"Pullen re found he loved it He had to manage a for his regular bike ride The next thing he
members. "Once he took us up to budget much larger than that of the entire remembers he was in a hospital room
Moosehead Lake to a lumber camp. We UMaine System, at a school with the larg hooked up to various pieces of medical
went right into the camp and had lunch est student enrollment in the United apparatus No one, including Hutchin
with the workers. On the way back, I States.
son, knows exactly what happened, but
remember we got off the road into a ditch,
So why would a person give up a job apparently he just blacked out while
and the faculty had to get out and push. with such prestige and take a $30,000 pay riding.
cut to return and head his old state uni
That made Fred's day; he loved it."
Luckily, he was wearing a helmet "If
When Howard Neville decided to leave versity in the midst of the worst budget I hadn't had it on, I probably wouldn't be
the Maine presidency in 1980, Hutchin cuts in decades?
here right now," he says.
son became a candidate for the job. He
To understand the answer you have to
The recovery was a long one, but true
received a good deal of
to character, Hutchinson never
support from campus and
got depressed—he was grate
around the state, but the
ful to still be alive
"Everything I am, I got from the
chancellor and the trustees
Hutchinson still rides his bi
University of Maine."
decided to hire Paul
cycle to unwind and stay fit He
Silverman.
would also like to get to do
Many people in the com
some horseback riding and
munity were upset with the decision
first understand what the University of eventually take a few family trips in his
Some still like to speculate on what the Maine means to Fred Hutchinson His newly purchased RV
university would be like today if returning as president is the completion
But a lot of those activities might have
Hutchinson had become president
of a circle and the repaying of an obliga to wait until the university's budget
Hutchinson, too, was disappointed, but tion to a man who believes strongly in problems are addressed, and until the
he accepted the decision gracefully and public service.
invitations from around the state sub
stayed on for a period as vice president
"Everything I am,I got from the Uni side
for academic affairs. In a short time, how- versity of Maine," Hutchinson said shortly
In his first months he seemed to be
ever, he became concerned that if he re after accepting the job
meeting and talking to everyone on cam
mained at Maine his love for the univer
"It's not the prestige or the money that pus and off-campus—student functions,
sity might turn to bitterness. He realized he is after," said Matt Williams, "he's rotary clubs, a Native American celebra
that he needed to move on and try some simply fulfilling his ambition "
tion on Indian Island, a Maine Principals
thing new.
meeting, you name it
"I didn't want to become one of those
nd while all of Maine was ecstatic
It's an exhausting schedule, but one
people who hang around forever,"
when the new UMaine president which never seems to test Hutchinson's
Hutchinson says. "This was the first time
accepted the job, the Hutchinsons good nature. Besides, he loves meeting
in my life that I made a conscious decision
were equally thrilled when they were
people and being at the center of activity.
about my career. Before this opportuni informed about the selection
That's why he decided to live at the
ties had just arisen, and I took advantage
"It was awesome," says Dione president's house on campus rather than
of them."
Hutchinson. "When we were told of Fred's on the newly acquired Sewall Estate in
Hutchinson took a job with the U S. selection neither of us could believe it
Old Town
State Department as executive director of There was never a question that he would
"We really like being right on cam
AID's Board for International Food and accept the job "
pus," Dione Hutchinson says "This is
Agricultural Development—a position
Of course, when Fred Hutchinson ac where we belong."
which he says enabled him to greatly cepts a job that means he has thoroughly
Her husband readily agrees. On one of
expand his horizons and develop a global consulted with Dione. The participatory the first Sundays back on campus, the
understanding of agricultural problems. [ decision-making he practices on the job is new president and his wife were out in
After two years with AID, Hutchinson also evident in the Hutchinson home.
the yard when a group of students
was asked to head up the huge agricul
And although the university's new first whizzed by in a pick-up, hooting,
tural experiment station at Ohio State.
lady says she will get involved with her hollering, and waving They went around
"I wanted to get back to agriculture in own activities at Maine, her first priority the loop and came back to chat with the
an academic setting," Hutchinson says. isbeingapartofa team with her husband. Hutchinsons.
"That's my roots, and the Midwest is a "We feel very much that we are a team,"
"I loved it," Hutchinson says with a
place that has big time resources in agri she says.
smile. "It's just the kind of thing I would
culture."
"When you hire Fred, you get a team of have done when I was a student here."
So he took the job and as has happened Fred and Dione," says Edward Jennings.
*
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An Interview
With MAINE'S
New President
Fred Hutchinson shares his

views on the budget cuts,
athletics, the state of
education in America,

I
i
i
i
i

i

and his leadership style.

MAINE: What were your feelings on
your first day as president of the Univer
sity of Maine?

i

Fred Hutchinson:Well, I'll tell you, I
walked into this office, looked out the
window over the campus, then sat down
in this chair and it felt great. Really great.

MAINE: What was your biggest surprise
after 10 years away from the University
of Maine?

F.H.: The biggest surprise was the mo
rale situation on campus. I walked in and
sensed it right away. I want to get people
here talking together. In that regard we
have held a series of forums where stu
dents, faculty, and staff can air their con
cerns. And in the fall we will have struc
tured town meetings with people from
all areas of campus participating. I may
be oversimplifying, but I believe if you
can get people talking to one another,
and you include them in the decision
making process, you have a better insti
tution.
MAINE: Do you think the low morale is
related to the budget crisis?

F.H.: It is certainly exacerbated by the
budget situation. But I think it is a longer
term problem than the budget I think
there is a good deal of insecurity about
UMainc's role in the system. There is
worry about the University of Southern
Maine. But I am not worried about USM.
And I am not worried about the system.

I support the system, and I am confident
about our status. It makes no sense for us
as the land grant university of this state
to worry about other schools in the sys
tem. I think one of my big challenges is to
get us focussed internally on doing what
we do best. And part of lifting morale is
empowering people with decision mak
ing. In particular, I plan on giving deans
and department heads a more active role
in making decisions.

MAINE: Regarding the uncertainty about
the system, some people here, including
your predecessor, feel Orono gets short
changed.

F.H.: I have read John Hitt's comments on
UMaine not getting its fair share of the
system budget. I think he is on the right
issue—questioning the formula for ap
portionment within the system. But I do
not come with a preconceived notion that
the formula is wrong. I'm not sure it is. But
I will be raising the question.
MAINE: Would UMaine be better off on
its own without a UMaine System?

F.H.: We must have a system. I came from
a state that had 16 institutions in the state
university system. It would have been
chaos if we had all gone individually to
the Legislature for money. And that is
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true here. We would lose. Just think about
it for a moment. Southern Maine has many
more legislators than we do. Even the
smaller campuses have as many as we do.
Whether or not we have a system is not
the right issue.

A Hutchinson Photo Album

MAINE: When you were chosen to be
UMaine president, you could hear cheer
ing coming from all over the state. Do the
high expectations for a Hutchinson presi
dency scare you?

F.H.: It does a bit, really. I am worried
that people might be expecting too much
too soon. On the other hand, that feeling
has been relieved by the numerous stu
dents and faculty who have come up to
me and said, "We don't expect miracles.
We just feel good that you are here and
working with us."

MAINE: A UMaine president receives a
great deal of media attention. How do
you view your relationship with the me
dia?

In grammar school

F.H.: I think the biggest problem a college
president can create is when he tries to
cover something up or is not forthcom
ing. What I have learned over the years is
that managing good news is easy—bad
news is the hard part, and you have to
expect bad news—it's going to happen.
When it does happen you have to be
totally open with the press You have to
put it right out there for everyone to see.
You have to protect people's rights obvi
ously, but otherwise lay it right out there.
There may be some negative reaction, but
it will be much less than if you are not up
front in the beginning.

MAINE: That philosophy certainly
worked well with the recent gambling
incident (see Campus Briefs). The univer
sity received high marks from the papers
for the way it was handled.
F.H.: Well, they came to me and asked
how we should handle it. I said let's give
the media everything we know and let's
give it to them immediately. Of course
that means what we can confirm—we're
not going to give out anything that can't
be confirmed.
MAINE: The average term for a univer
sity or college president is now four to
five years. Has the job just become too
difficult?

F.H.: Actually the average term for presi18 MAINE

With Dione at his high school prom

dents in the Midwest is now three to four
years. Things have certainly changed a
great deal since the time Arthur Hauck
walked the campus for 23 years. That was
a time when everyone had great trust in
one leader and pretty much let him run
the place the way he saw fit. That just isn't

In high school

true anymore. We can't be so dependent
on one or two people. There is an aware
ness now of diversity on campus and
that demands we bring in a lot more
groups into the decision-making process.
At the same time we have many more
campus factions to deal with. That puts

extra work on people. But I don't think it
is an impossible job.
MAINE: What would you say is your
administrative style?
i

F.H.: I accept the idea that people coming
together will make the best decisions most
of the time. That means you share gover
nance at the institution among adminis
tration, faculty, and students. Now that
takes a lot longer, but it eliminates big
problems. And maybe it requires a longer
time to yield a better conclusion.

F.H.: We are a decentralized organ—it
takes us longer to adjust to change. Also
the situation that creates the change has
to be quite severe. Otherwise we have
resistance. Obviously, the situation here
now is that dramatic and people do rec
ognize it. But it will take a bit longer for
the changes to take place.
MAINE: There is great concern about the
state of primary and secondary educa
tion in America right now. What do you
think needs to be done?

F.H.: I spend a good deal of time thinking
about the state of education in America.
Universities need to be very involved in
this issue. At Ohio State we were very
involved at the state and the national
level. I believe it is a true crisis that has
F.H.: I have very deep concerns about the been growing slowly over a long period
tuition rises. Remember, I am a person of time. And because it grew slowly, we
who could not afford to go to college if the didn't recognize it as a crisis as soon as we
tuition had been any higher than it was or should have. It's going to take a long time
if I didn't get help. Right now I really to turn the education problem around.
don't have a good reading as to how There are no easy solutions. The motiva
tuition is affecting access. I do feel that the tion to change has to come from within
tuition increases over recent years have the school systems. Universities can help
been too much. It's not that the institution a great deal, but they can't walk into a
has been irresponsible, it's just that the ! school with a blueprint and have the
cost of educating students has increased, school just follow it. The school and the
and state support has dropped off. I will community have to want it.
say without question that if the economic
situation continues to be bad, I will oppose MAINE: Do you think that part of the
continued tuition increases as a solution problem with American schools can be
to the budget problem. Tuition will have traced back to colleges of education?
to increase—but not at the rate we have I
seen in recent years. We can't balance the F.H.: Yes, I will stick my neck out and say
budget on the back of tuition.
that I do. Having said that, however, I
would not suggest that I have the blue
MAINE: How do you expect the budget print for a new design for educating
cuts to affect the university in the long teachers. A few things worry me. Prima
run?
rily, because of pay, we have not attracted
enough of the very best students to edu
F.H.: I don't think we will have to go on cation, and in any profession, you should
eliminating programs. But I think we be getting your share of the best people.
should take advantage of the situation we Of course some of the best students do go
are now in to make adjustments for the into teaching. We just need to attract a
future. In his book, Megatrends, John higher percentage of them.
Naisbitt pointed out that change is not
uniform over time. Change happens at MAINE: One of the big issues in higher
critical times and is forced by outside education right now is the whole research
conditions. We are in the middle of that in versus teaching debate. What are your
higher education right now. How we views on the subject, and do you find it to
make the changes and adjust to this new be a problem here at UMaine?
reality is the key question. In other words,
we should take advantage of this critical F.H.: Recent surveys of public and pri
time right now to make the intelligent vate universities show clearly that faculty
changes that will position us well for the all over want, and feel a need, to spend
future.
more time teaching. When you get that
kind of a response, I say you have gone
MAINE: Do you think the university is in too far in emphasizing research. We are
the position to make those changes?
out of balance on a national level. And
1

MAINE: Tuition at UMaine has almost
doubled in the past five years. How much
more can tuition rise without it affecting
access to the university?

that isn't just Fred Hutchinson speaking,
that is the conclusion of a major study. At
Ohio State most of the first undergradu
ate courses are taught by teaching assis
tants. Faculty are just not involved with
undergraduates at that level. That isn't
true here at Maine, and I'm glad that it's
not. Many of our most prominent profes
sors still teach introductory level courses.
What I do not like is making subdivisions
of the professorate. I don't like to see a
separation of the teaching professor and
the research professor—most faculty are
both. That just leads to a pecking order.
And at your major research institutions,
that pecking order has been there a long
time, with research professors at a higher
level. That is understood.
MAINE: The athletic department just took
another big budget cut. Is it time to reas
sess the entire sports program at UMaine?

F.H.: Yes, we do need to reassess it. But
that does not necessarily mean that we
will do away with any of the sports. I am
not convinced that is necessary right now.
I'd like to see if there is a way to maintain
all of our sports, the major sports and the
Olympic sports, because we need them
both. But I am also aware of the implica
tions. If we have less scholarships and
less resources than our opponents, that
really isn't fair to our players or our
coaches. What is most important is to
decide at what level we are going to com
pete and be sure that we are putting our
athletes on the playing field with an equal
chance.
MAINE: President Lick made it clear that
he thought success in sports carried over
to academic quality, admissions, and
fundraising. Do you subscribe to that idea?

F.H.: I subscribe to the idea that athletics
are a part of a university's image.
Every school has an image, and part of
building that image can be athletics. There
are also very good schools in the country
that have built a tremendous image with
out athletic success. It is possible. But I
have no problem with the idea that athlet
ics can be a key component in bringing
visibility to an institution, particularly a
larger institution. But, I repeat, there are
many things that go into building a
university's image and it should always
be remembered that sports are just one
component. And several schools have had
tremendous success in athletics yet have
managed to build a rather negative im
age.
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George E. Fellows

During this time of transition, we take a look back at the 15 men preceding
Fred Hutchinson who led the university through its first 125 years.
Charles F. Allen (1871 -1878) was the first
president of Maine State College, which
later became known as the University of
Maine. He was committed not only to the
task of directing, shaping, and develop
ing this institution, but of making sure
that Maine State College was worthy of
the support and patronage of the citizens
of Maine.
After leaving Maine State College, Dr.
Allen devoted much of his time to the
ministry in the Methodist Episcopal
Church.

Merritt C. Fernald (1879-1893) came to
the newly organized Maine State College
when it first opened its doors in 1868 as a
professor of mathematics and physics.
(He also served as acting president in the
beginning.) He was the only officer of the
institution upon the ground when the
first class was admitted, except for the
superintendent of farming
When he was selected as the second
president of the College in 1879, Dr.
Fernald had the difficult task of piloting a
new college and much of the success of
the present is due to the wisdom and
sound common sense which he displayed
in his official position during those early
days. For all the work he had done in the
field of education, the board of the
Carnegie Foundation granted Dr. Fernald
a special pension from the General Edu
cation Fund—a high honor which had
only been given to few people connected
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with state institutions at that time

Abram W. Harris (1893-1901) came to
Maine State College with one goal in mind
to create a university in place of a college.
And by 1897, Harris was successful in this
goal—Maine State College became the
University of Maine.
From the beginning to the close of
Harns' eight year presidency, the univer
sity made rapid, constant, and satisfactory
progress in every direction, including at
tracting more female students. Harris made
it easier for women to attend this institu
tion with the completion of Mt Vernon,
the first girl's dormitory

ing several educational periodicals Aley
made establishing a connection with
alumni a major focus of his job. While he
was at Maine, Balentine Hall and Aubert
Hall were built, and Stewart Hall was
acquired for the College of Law
Clarenci C. Little (1922-1925) was an
internationally-known pioneer in ge
netics. In 1922, at age 34, Little became
the youngest college president in the
United States During his administra
tion at Maine, he instilled new life into
the university A short time after he left
the university, he founded the worldfamed Roscoe B Jackson Memorial
Laboratory in Bar Harbor and served as
its director.

George E. Fellows (1902-1910) gave to the
Orono institution a leadership marked in
the field of education, administration, and Harold S. Boardman, Class of 1895,
development of the physical plant Under (1925-1934) spent more than 40 years
him enrollment grew steadily, and he im actively associated with the University
proved the administrative process on of Maine—as alumnus,teacher, dean, and
campus by creating two new deanships' president He was the first alumnus to
one to direct admissions registration and become UMaine's president, being cho
one to oversee the College of Arts and sen for that post after a long and fruitful
Science. Fellows was also responsible for I career as the first dean of the College of
the construction of the first library build ! Technology. Education always came first
ing (Carnegie Hall). It was an unrestricted with Boardman, as a teacher and as a
president. Many of his former students
gift from Andrew Carnegie.
were among America's most prominent
Robert J. Aley's (1910-1921) entire life was engineers in the early 1900s.
devoted to education. His major interest
was in mathematics and in this he reached Arthur A. Hauck (1934-1958) served the
nation-wide eminence writing several university for 23 years, longer than any
textbooks, serving as a lecturer, and edit other president in the history of the msti-

9

Merritt C. Fernaid

Harold S. Boardman
Arthur A. Hauck

tution. He came to UMaine from a Winthrop C. Libby '32 (1968-1973) started
deanship at Lafayette College. During his his academic career as a teacher at the
tenure as president, seven academic University of Maine. In 1968, that career
buildings and seven permanent dormito culminated with his inauguration as the
ries were constructed. Hauck always did university's 11th president. Throughout
his utmost to keep the cost of attending his career, Libby's major interest was
the university at a minimum in order that bringing about desirable social and eco
the largest possible number of qualified nomic change within the state through
Maine students could attend their state education, research, and the involvement
university. He was a leader in promoting of the university community in public
regional cooperation among the colleges i service.
of New England to avoid duplication and
Libby served as president of the uni
high cost.
versity from 1968 until 1973, a turbulent
era of student protests over the Vietnam
Lloyd H. Elliott (1958-1965) brought into
focus a massive building program when of an issue contributed to the smooth
he came to the university. Among his operation of the Orono campus at a time
major accomplishments at Maine were when other campuses were closing down
the establishment of the first of a series of under the pressure of anti-war protesters.
commuter branches in Portland, the cre His leadership was held up as a model in
ation of a law school, and the expansion the region.
of the continuing education and graduate
school. Elliott left Maine for the presidency Howard R. Neville (1973-1979), before
of George Washington University, where coming to Maine, had held the number
he stayed for more than 20 years.
two administrative position at two of the
nation's top state universities. He had a
H. Edwin Young '40 (1965-1968) was a deep interest in agriculturally-related
well-known economist and educator be schools. Largely through Neville's efforts,
fore becoming the University of Maine's Alfond Arena was conceived and con
10th president. He had been an adviser to structed. He also led the drive for the
the government of Pakistan, a consultant Maine Center for the Arts. He left UMaine
for the State Department in Germany, a to become president of Alfred University
professor of economics, and later a dean in New York.
of the College of Letters and Science at the
University of Wisconsin.
Paul H. Silverman (1980-1984) was an
After leaving the presidency of the author, researcher, teacher, and adminis
University of Maine in 1968, Young be trator. He began his career as a scientist
came chancellor of the University of Wis interested in immunology and tropical
consin-Madison and later a much-praised diseases. As a young researcher,
president of the University of Wisconsin Silverman was fascinated by the possi
System.
bilities of finding a vaccine that would

combat malaria and he laid the ground
work for developing such a vaccine.
Silverman's presidency was spent
striving for academic quality on campus
and fighting for increased funding from
the state. He resigned as the University of
Maine president following controversy
over his attempts to bring attention to
chronic funding shortages at the campus.
Arthur M. Johnson (1984-1986) was a
professor of history and had done exten
sive work in the business world. He re
signed from a full tenure professorship at
Harvard to come to Maine. He first came
to UMaine in 1968 as a visiting professor,
and liked it so much he stayed.
During his short stint as president, he
worked diligently to restore state fund
ing to the University of Maine System, as
the system had previously suffered from
a decade of serious underfunding. It was
also during Johnson's administration that
the university got the authorization to
change its name back to the University of
Maine instead of the University of Maine
at Orono.

Dale W. Lick (1986-1991) was known for
his exuberance and hard work. His term
began with a major increase in state fund
ing to the university and ended with the
worst budget cuts in decades.
Lick moved quickly to make the Uni
versity of Maine faculty salaries competi
tive, repair rundown buildings, and
provide support for athletics. And under
his administration, there was a more
cooperative relationship with the
chancellor's office and with the other
UMaine System campuses.
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or nearly a decade the message has been the same:
America's schools are not working. National attention
was drawn to schools starting in 1983. That was the
year the report A Nation at Risk delivered its powerful
indictment of education in America. It said, in part, "If an
unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America
the mediocre educational performance that exists today, we
might well have viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have
allowed this to happen to ourselves. .
The increasingly
mediocre performance of schools and of students it said,
"Threatens our very future as a nation and a people "
A host of other reports rapidly followed, all with the same
message. American education was failing. Colleges announced
Photo above: A mixed grade (9-12) English class taught by Lorie
Merrithew'79 is one of the new ideas at Penobscot Valley H.S.
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that 25 percent of first year students had to take remedial math
courses. The military reported that soldiers could not read
safety manuals written at a ninth grade level. Employers joined
in, decrying the number of high school graduates who weren't
prepared to work.
The revelations of poor performance and the criticism of
education have continued unabated. According to a study
issued in August 1991, SAT scores have dropped to their lowest
levels in 20 years. Barely a month later the National Education
Goals Panel reported, "A mere 14 percent of American eighth
graders can solve problems involving fractions, decimals, per
centages, or simple algebra. . A third of 11th graders cannot
write a coherent paragraph about themselves." And in Janu
ary, public television stations ran a three-part series that put
"Education on Trial"
But while the education picture remains gloomy, change has
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>egun. Nowhere is that more evident than in Maine, where the
>roblems revealed in the last nine years are being attacked.
S.nd the University of Maine is leading the charge.
With little fanfare, the university is involved in everything
rom changing how the next generation of teachers are trained
□ making sure first graders can read. Many of its programs are
imed at schools in the state, but the university is also engaged
a projects that are having an impact nationally and internatonally. Several colleges within the university are involved,
ut the one that is most active is the College of Education.
The program that may best demonstrate the College of
ducation's commitment to innovation and change is the Asirations School Improvement Project. This project is aimed
t the four poorest school districts in the state. One education
rofessor is assigned at least quarter-time to each district,
/here he or she works with teams of teachers, staff, and

those changes can best be implemented.
According to Robert Cobb, dean of education, the work
starts with a voluntary 12-week seminar for all of the system's
employees from teachers to bus drivers. "One of the things
they're asked to do is identify one youngster whom they think
is the least huggable kid in the system, the one they get up in the
morning and hope takes an absence. Then they approach that
youngster differently, as if they really mattered, as if they have
unlimited potential," says Cobb.
"What they invariably find," he continues, "is that changing
their behavior changes the behavior of the kid. Others see the
changes, too. It's no longer a total disaster. They also see that
they can make a difference in the school system."
Next, students are brought into the program through "Teen
Summits," two to three day conferences that are held each
summer at the Orono campus. The schools select the students
who attend, but the project staff requires that they include not
just student leaders, but "unrecognized" leaders. At the sum
mits, the students learn that their ideas about improving school
count.
"We see students as resources, not as a problem or simply as
the product," says Cobb, who heads the project. "Invariably,
we see kids who put their energies into making school dysfunc
tional turn around and start working to make change."
Associate professor Connie Perry ’68 (M.Ed. 76) is the
project member working with the middle and high schools in
Howland. "School improvement programs in the past haven't
dealt with students and teachers," she says. "This is a change,
because a lot of school systems when they're dealing with
curriculum and class changes never ask the customer—the
student. Who better than the students know what's going on?
You may not agree with everything they say, but sometimes
they have valuable things to say."
These two parts of the project help overcome one of the most
significant obstacles to change. "In rural Maine, as anywhere
else," says Perry, "if you have teachers who don't think what
they do matters and students who don't think what they do
matters, no one will do anything."
In Howland, Perry is seeing changes already. At the high
school, students and teachers are tackling student bullying and
harassment that student surveys unexpectedly revealed was a
problem for many youngsters. As for the middle school, where
the faculty now works together on teaching, Perry says, "It's
really turned the atmosphere around in that school. They're
high: they're really excited about what's going on there. They
feel they have a say."
The College of Education is having an impact on other
schools in a slightly different way. In 1988, the university took
state-wide responsibility for teachers' graduate education. So
far, 320 teachers have received their master's degrees, and
another 400 currently are enrolled in six outreach centers which
the university maintains in different parts of the state. But
rather than being a simple degree program, Cobb says, "We try
to have those teachers see themselves as change agents. We
have them prepare plans and implement them in their systems.
It's created momentum that bodes well for their school systems."
Closer to home, the College of Education has begun changing
how teachers are trained in its own classes. This will be the
second major change in teacher education in a decade. In the
early '80s, the college adopted a team-based approach. Stu
dents were assigned to Professional Preparation Teams of 20 to
25 that included seniors, juniors, sophomores, and freshmen.
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Each team was assigned to a public school where it spent several
hours each week.
"They get far more hands-on field experience to mix with
classroom experience at the university," says Jerry Goss '69
(M.Ed. 75, 77 CAS), principal of 750-student Brewer High
School. "That was not the way it was done years ago."
Under this system, students choose the grades they want to
teach or administer after being exposed to everything from
elementary to high school. They also view many different
teaching styles, and they watch the same group of school
children develop and learn over four years.
"Gaining more field experience has been a real plus," says
Goss. When the education students begin their full-time student
teaching, he says, "I see them going in with a better understanding
of how schools operate, how kids operate and how the two go
together."
Nonetheless, the College of Education plans to revamp its
teacher training. Professional Preparation Teams still will fea
ture strongly in the program However, there is a growing
awareness among educators all across the nation that lectureoriented teaching, which requires only the passive involvement
of students, must give way to something that demands their
active participation in learning
"We've been very successful in helping prepare teachers for
the '80s," says Dean Cobb, "but as we look ahead to the latter
half of this decade we know we need to ratchet it up signifi
cantly. The nature of kids coming to school has changed dra
matically just since 1980."
Minority students now are represented in the school-age

population in ever-increasing numbers Most educators ac
knowledge that American schools traditionally have done a
poor job teaching them and must improve. However, Cobb also
refers to changes that affect all kids, regardless of background.
"Look at the amount of TV time students are experiencing.
It's affected the learning styles of children," says Cobb. "It takes
some pretty dramatic stimuli to catch and retain a youngster's
attention these days. It suggests teachers may have to be fai
more learner-centered, far more activity-based than some of the
traditional pedagogues permit."
In order for the next generation of teachers to use such
learner-centered techniques, they will have to be taught with
the very same techniques In an active learning system, students
no longer learn at a pace set by the teacher and no longer learr
primarily by listening to lectures They often will work indi
vidually or in small groups to master information or skills or
their own This means teachers must be able to excite their
before unleashing them on projects Teachers also must be abk
to coach and guide them as they work They must hold high
standards and expectations
These are not really new techniques They have been em
ployed by good teachers for many years However, in the
future, they are likely to be employed by all teachers within «
school They will be used in conjunction with other new con
cepts, such as assigning every student to an "advisory group '
These small student groups include an adult and meet regularly
throughout the students' middle or high school years to discus!
progress, problems, and other issues that arise. As a consequence
every student has close contact with an adult (which is missing

One Principal Who Finds Ways to Make Learning Fun
aking learning fun is a job Joe Mattos '82G takes very
seriously. As principal at James H Bean Elementary
School in Sidney, Mattos is responsible for the education of 335
students—all of whom he knows by name.
At the Bean school, students are not passive recipients of
teaching. They must participate, whether it's building a musical
instrument from scratch or figuring out how to balance a bag of
sand and a bag of water—without using a scale.
"Our school is a place where kids demonstrate their learn
ing," Mattos said in an interview with the Kennebec Journal. "We're
trying to create a mindset at this school that learning is in the
demonstration."
Mattos firmly believes that if a child isn't excited about
learning, if he isn't learning to think, then his education isn't
worth much. That is why this 40-year-old principal gives up
evenings and weekends to participate in school events and
spends his lunch hour not in the teacher's room, but in the
cafeteria reading to kids.
At the Bean school it is not unusual to see students building
a nature trail so they can study what grows along it, or making
up their own math problems and solving them.
"Life's end is not in knowledge but in action," Mattos said.
"We try to get kids involved in learning experiences."
Photo of Joe Mattos courtesy of the Kennebec Journal.
And several teachers at the Bean School, including UMaine
graduate Lisa Ravelo-Hall '84, are working on even more inno
I
vative reforms, including substituting evaluations for grades
let things happen. The secret is to get good teachers and give
"I get too much of the credit," Mattos says. "We have some them the freedom to be creative and grow." Mattos is currently
really gifted and dedicated teachers here, and I just set a tone— working on his doctorate degree in education at UMaine
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from the lives of a number of students today);
every student in a school is known well by at least
Visiting Professor
one teacher or staff member for three to four
Heads Reform Effort
years; and parents have one person to call when
they have questions about their child's perfor
mance or behavior.
enowned educational
Much of the work in restructuring teacher
training at the College of Education is still to be
reformer Ted Sizer has
done. The changes may include accepting students
been spending a fair amount
into the program in their junior year (instead of
of time in Maine recently.
Sizer, a professor at Brown
their first year) and then carrying them through to
University, is serving for 18
their master's degree Stronger preparation for
months as the Mark Shibles
science and math courses also may be included.
Visiting Distinguished Profes
Cobb has been discussing with the deans of the
sor at the University of Maine.
Colleges of Arts and Humanities, Social and Be
In that capacity he comes to
havioral Science, Sciences, and Forest Resources
campus periodically for three
how courses in other colleges can be used to
to four days to work with the
prepare student teachers.
College of Education faculty.
In yet another area, the College of Education is
At the same time he is heading the national Re:Learning Program, a
engaged in work that will have an impact in
reform effort which nine Maine schools have now joined. The program is
schools around the country. Faculty members
a cooperative venture of the Coalition of Essential Schools, headed by
have spent the last several years perfecting a
Sizer, and the Education Commission of the States. Education dean
survey for effectively measuring students' aspira
Robert Cobb says that one of the many bonuses that will result from
tions. Aspirations can be described as the mixture
Sizer's connection to UMaine is that he plans to bring people from both
of inspiration or desire to do something in the
groups to the university.
present, and ambition or goals for the future.
"There is a strong connection between the principles of the Re:Learning
Measuring aspirations may sound like peda
Program
and some of the principles we are teaching here," Cobb says.
gogical jargon, but the survey has had powerful
Among
the principles Sizer's group espouses are: personalizing
results. It prompts students to examine why they
teaching;
looking
at students as workers; emphasizing the demonstra
are in high school and how they are using it to get
tion
of
mastery
of
a subject or skill; stressing values of unanxious
where they want to be in life. "There's nothing
expectation, decency, and trust; and having a school's goals apply to all
scarier than dealing with kids who don't know
students.
why they're there," says Russ Quaglia, who
headed the Aspirations Assessment Project, which
developed the survey. By getting students to examine what they are doing in their lives, the
survey "allows students to have a better understanding of who engaged in various types of education in Maine, such as Up
they are. It gives kids the opportunity to be reflective," says ward Bound, Upward Bound for Adults, and science and math
Quaglia.
programs
"What the survey has done is opened a door for communica
The university is also one of five places nationally where
tion," says Quaglia. "For parents, it's worked incredibly well. Reading Recovery Initiative training centers are being estab
They're always trying to understand their kids." And teachers, lished. The Initiative has proven extremely successful in help
too, get to learn what makes their students tick, which means ing first graders who are having trouble reading overcome their
they have a much better chance of motivating them and getting problems, catching them long before a lack of reading skills
them involved in their own education.
ruins school for them.
"It's a piece we've missed in education," says Quaglia. "An
And finally, the university is participating in a competition to
understanding of aspirations creates an environment that al design a ' new American school," one that in Cobb's words is a
lows schools to flourish."
"break-the-mold school that is really different and meets the
The survey has drawn national and international attention. needs of tomorrow's children." The university is trying for one
Quaglia has given talks on it in Bombay, Dakaa, Bangladesh, of only five multi-million dollar grants in the competition,
Nepal, Kuala Lampur, and Russia. (In St. Petersburg, 400 stu which is expected to draw 1000 applications. However, the
dents took the survey after it was translated into Russian.) support for the project is so strong that there are already plans
Schools in England, Italy, and France have expressed interest in for putting the design into action even if the university fails to
it, as well. The first large-scale use of the aspirations assessment win one of the grants.
has been in Maine, where Quaglia and his colleagues recently
Even as the latest media report or official study announces
distributed 70,000 surveys. They expect to have the results later that America's schools aren't working, faculty and staff
in the year.
throughout the university are doing something to change that.
UMaine's involvement in improving education extends even Admittedly, much of the work being done at the university is
beyond these areas It is establishing a new state-wide academy still in its early stages. But it is the sort of slow, steady, wellfor school leaders, thanks to a U.S. Department of Education planned work that will not be stopped. And in the coming years,
grant that was awarded to only four other universities in the when schools in Maine—and elsewhere—describe what made
country out of 200 that applied for it. In addition, it has been it possible to improve education, they will point to the help they
receiving nearly $2 million a year in federal aid to help groups got from the University of Maine.

R
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PUTTERING
WITH
EDUCATION
REFORM
I

An Essay By
Paul Rivard '65

y favorite British comedy-classic features the late golf club is required, and the ball appears to roll forever away
Marty Feldman playing golf. In the opening scene, from the hole.
Are our schools really this bad? Is educational reform really
Marty is about to sink a short putt of only a few
inches. He taps the ball lightly but misses, and the ineffective? No and yes—no, our schools are not this bad, and
yes, "educational reform" is largely ineffective In fact, our
ball comes to rest past the hole—now only about a foot away
Shifting his position, he strokes again, misses again, and now perceptions of both are largely illusions. Let's consider the state
the ball is several yards from the hole. After the next putt, the of our public schools first.
Let me confess that my data base is limited. I am a parent of
ball rolls nearly ten yards away, and a larger club is needed. As
the game proceeds, our golfer gets further and further away i two children who recently progressed through Maine's edu
from the green. Shortly, he has disappeared from the golf course | cational system. I have attended all my parent-teacher confer
altogether. With increasing desperation, bigger and bigger clubs ences and helped out on homework (when I could do it!). As a
and harder strokes are needed, but the situation only gets baseline for comparison, I use my own experience some 30 years
progressively worse. Soon Marty is flailing at the ball from the ago. This isn't much, but it is enough for me to conclude that our
schools did not fail 30 years ago and have not failed today.
roofs of skyscrapers and from moving railway cars.
Now, as then, teachers have the capacity both to excite and
This famous sketch could be a parody of educational reform
over the past 30 years. Quality education, once seemingly near, bore. Now, as then, the mandates promulgated from Augusta
seems to grow more distant with each newly funded program make little measurable difference.
Ironically, the vision of today's failing schools is an illusion
designed to ensure it.
Our society increasingly invests resources in the pursuit of created and sustained by educators themselves. In fact, we have
educational improvements. Yet we are perpetually told that our precisely the schools that, as a society, we said we wanted.
We bemoan the decline of SAT scores as evidence of the sorry
educational system is a failure and that more reform, more
change, and more spending are still needed. Always a larger decline of schools. The evidence actually reflects the progress
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we have made, not our failure. When I was in high school, it was "educational reform": a good deal more stasis than change. The
expected that not more than 12 or 14 from a class of 70 would go term "reform" suggests a progressive change. Shifting the tax
to college. As a society, we decided against this narrow window burden from the property tax to the income tax may be an
of opportunity and resolved instead to give all our children a improvement falling under "taxation reform," but it is not
chance at higher education. This was a worthy, egalitarian educational reform. Spending more money is not, in itself, a
reform movement.
objective—one befitting a great democracy.
The decision has sought to extend aspirations of higher
Indeed, state and federal bureaucracies face a difficult chal
education to a not-so-elite group. Not only the gifted and lenge in devising any true reforms. It is a challenge these
talented are taking the SAT tests today, but also the not-so- agencies are poorly equipped to meet. This is not the fault of the
gifted and not-so-talented. So surprise, surprise—the average dedicated professionals working for these agencies, it's just that
and median test scores continue to decline. This does not mean education departments have an inherently bifocal vision.
schools have failed. It means, rather, that the schools have
From the top lens they see only into the deep future, consid
succeeded in raising expectations of a broader spectrum of ering global issues and strategic plans. But elected leaders do
students. We said we wanted this, and we have largely achieved | not serve long enough to permit the orderly unfolding of such
I "global" strategies. Rather than accepting the baton from prede
»•
.. <
Finally, on this point, it is important to remember that our cessors on the track, most administrators choose to burst from
public schools are a reflection of our soci
the same starting blocks again. Thus,
ety. Try as they might, educators cannot ------------------------while the ballet has yet to be choreo
control the agendas which parents, neigh
graphed, the overture has been rewrit
bors, and friends bring to the school envi
ten countless times.
ronment. During the present budget melt
But the lower bifocal lens is the larg
Quality education,
down, for example, school budgets are
est lens, and it is this close-up view of
once seemingly so
being slashed and programs cut. In the
minute regulatory controls which
midst of this crisis, the Maine School Prin
dominate daily life in any educational
near, seems to
cipals Association reassured Maine com
agency. While the dream may be in es
munities by announcing their agreement
tablishing a new order, the immediate
grow more distant
to sustain the full scheduleof athletic events
task is defining ketchup as a vegetable.
with each newly
planned for Maine schools.
Setting out to be a leader for education,
In my son's school, the sports program
state regulatory agencies become the
funded program
emerged intact. Calculus and trigonom
nemesis of local school administrators
etry are no longer offered—students tak
as ideas turn to mandates. It is hard to
designed to
ing these subjects have to travel to the next
become student council president if you
ensure it.
town. For those concerned that we cannot
are also viewed as the hall monitor from
compete with the Japanese, we should ask
hell.
what choices the Japanese would make in
I think that schools and teachers do a
a similar financial crisis. Calculus or foot
better job than commonly believed. I
ball?
also believe that nonteaching educators
Make no mistake—there is much room for improvement in in state and federal bureaucracies are a lot less important than
our public education. Personally, I do not agree with the priori they imagine. This is not the fault of these educators as individu
ties that have been set in most schools. As a historian, I am als—mostly decent, dedicated, and truly inventive people who
dismayed at the decline in knowledge and appreciation of our work hard for the cause of improved education and opportu
heritage. But I also believe that the schools my children have nity.
attended here in Maine have been decent, and I think that many
The fault is much more basic than personalities: it arises from
teachers in these schools have been extraordinary.
the notion that teaching is science. The most basic failure arises
Why, one must ask, do educators fail to make a positive case from the pursuit of totally reproducible results. The design of
for the successful aspects of their work? The answer is that teaching schemes, school management, and school structure is
success, such as it is, has no financial reward. There are many necessarily "process-oriented."
enterprises in which success is rewarded. A good baseball team
Education bureaucrats, as well as education reformers, are
will attract more spectators and make more money. In sports, trapped in a world ruled by laws of science and the rules of
nothing succeeds like success. This is not true for education. reproducible results, and this is diametrically opposed to what
Here, to gain public support, it seems that nothing succeeds like is needed. The planning of reform strategies thus arises strictly
failure.
from the left-brain function.
Educators have taken a page from the Department of Human
Occasionally, one will see televised a story featuring a school
Services playbook: Only by stressing inadequacies can funds for or a class of uncommon accomplishment in the face of adversity.
improvement be secured. Stressing failure, i.e., A Nation at Nearly always, the origin of this particular success story can be
Risk, creates panic and a heightened attention to educational traced to a single teacher who holds a special gift—a gift that
needs as defined by the education bureaucracy. Every bomb cannot be replicated. In the classroom, people count. But how
shell reveals more failure and blasts another hole in the perimeter can such serendipity be translated into a scientific, reproducible
dike of public education, allowing in a flood of concern together program? It can't and it isn't. Therefore, the reform strategies
with the flotsam of long-neglected "How-To" dissertations impacting on schools and teachers are strategies designed to
outlining the benefits of this or that reform scheme.
work everywhere, every time, and for every person. This is
I do not feel a sense of well-being when I consider the grab bag inherently a search for the lowest common denominator. These
known broadly as educational reform. There is little reform in are processes which must (to be reproducible) be based upon
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the work of the least competent of our
teachers, not the best.
The search for scientific programs di
minishes appreciation for the uniqueness
of individuals in the schools—teachers
and students. Teachers' unions do not
complain about this, probably because
there is protection for their membership
in this "leveling" of teachers. A clear rec
ognition of the importance of individuals
would (and should) lead to increased
demands for accountability on a very lo
cal level: the reward of superior teachers,
and the dismissal of the poorest. So, from
the view of both labor and management,
it is best to dwell in global processes. And
dwell we have. We dare not encourage
students' unique qualities because THE
TESTS lie ahead.
In this regard, "reform" is truly needed,
and reform, so far, has been headed in the
wrong direction. The new Vermont sys
tem of establishing student portfolios to
augment or replace some tests is true
reform—innovative and creative. I won
der how they ever got away with some
thing so revolutionary and promising. If
we want to lead the world, this acceptance
of individual uniqueness is the way we
will do it.
The left brain, it is said, controls the
analytical, scientific, and process func
tions. It is the ancestral home of the struc
tural engineer and of the educator seek
ing to design reproducible processes of
teaching. For the student, it is the world
not of learning, but of being taught. It is
the world of certification and testing.
But strategies for teaching do not often
create environments for learning The
best teachers I had in school, and the best
my children have had, were those who
strayed furthest from the syllabus, furthest
from certification rules, and furthest from
preparation for tests. They were not those
who painted names on doors, but those
who left the doors ajar This is a difficult
corner for educators to turn.
If we want reproducible results—
children stamped out from the same
cookie cutter—we also need teachers
similarly homogenized and standardized.
Enter "certification." Under the guise of
professional standards, certification lim
its access to teaching posts to a fraternity
whose members have endured the req
uisite number of credit hours in "how-toteach" subjects. This circling of wagons
around the educational establishment is
the antithesis of reform.
Some years ago, I was involved in the
development of strategic (recent buzz
word) planning for the Maine Depart
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ment of Education. To assist in this pro
cess, a consulting agency was retained to
explain the "process" whereby inventive
ideas could emerge from group partici
pation. This was a fascinating exercise,
and certainly one with some merit But, it
was also a classic example of reliance on
the left brain to establish processes de
signed to supersede the right brain, or to
make up for a lobotomy of the right brain
Here, the idea was to replicate the creative
process, no less, to dissect the synapses of
creativity arising from the right brain,
slow them down to left brain speed, and
treat them in an analytical, scientific
manner. Ingenious—especially since this
process was devised long before the func
tions of the brain w’ere understood in
right brain, left brain terms. But it was
also ludicrous in the extreme.
Process, process, process—for a right
brainer, there is nothing that more re
sembles a straight jacket For many edu
cators, the process is indeed the product,
and the jargon of the field reflects it middle
school concept, teacher support teams,
team-teaching, collapsing the curriculum,
etc These are all reflections of a process

orientation. The latest of these to gain
national currency is "restructuring."
What is restructuring7 How is this
any different than the incessant tinkering
with education process that we have al
ready endured for 30 years or more? Pass
a new golf club, please—or should we
now try a croquet mallet7
I have no prescriptions, no plan, no
process. I have no agenda to reveal. I will
issue but one admonition: forget restruc
turing
I am not a golfer, but perhaps there is
a time when it is best to pick up the ball,
accept a penalty, take a train back to the
golf course, and simply drop it back on
the green. When this is done, I'd recom
mend that all the larger golf clubs be
confiscated and the educational theorists
sent away Close enough Let the teachers,
using the sides of their brains that come
naturally to them, take it from here.

Paul Rivard ’65 is the director of the
Museum of American Textile History
in North Andover, Massachusetts.
This essay was condensed from an
article in The Maine Scholar.
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AI.TJMNI NEWSMAKERS
Michael J. Shinay '69 is
new House Postmaster

M

ichael J. Shinay '69 was recently
sworn in by Speaker of the House Thomas
S. Foley as the interim Postmaster for the
House post office. In his new position,
Shinay will be responsible for establish
ing at the House post office normal pro
cesses for checks and balances found in a
typical post office.
In describing his new post to the Bangor
Daily News, Shinay said it is a "big chal
lenge." A federal grand jury is investigat
ing charges that some House mailroom
workers embezzled funds, stole stamps,
and sold cocaine on the premises.
"There is no question that I am coming
into a difficult postal assignment," Shinay
said.
Shinay, a career postal employee, is on
leave from his job as executive assistant to
the U.S. Postmaster General. He joined
the U.S. Postal Service in 1969 as a man
agement intern and has served in various
positions.

Jim Mercer '81 puts his
suntan to work for the
UMaine swim team

Ed Pert '54 retires after 17
years as State House Clerk

E

dwin H. Pert '54 surprised the Maine
House of Representatives in April by an
nouncing his retirement as House Clerk.
Pert had served in that position for over
17 years.
"I've concluded that the time has come
in my life for me to pursue other interests
• in good health," Pert said in a Bangor Daily
I News interview.
He added that he was leaving with a
positive feeling about his job and the leg
islature. "I've just had a great time here,"
he said. "I still look forward to coming to
work every day. But there comes a time in
Michael J. Shinay '69
life when you should move on....There is
bookstore Several of these businesses will life after the legislature."
"He did a superlative job as clerk,"
be matching the 50 cents contributed by
said lobbyist and fellow Maine alumnus
Mercer.
Mercer's mam reasons for pledging Kenneth MacLeod '47, who was a Repub
his support to the UMaine swim team lican Senate president in the early 1970s.
were his positive memories of his uni "He ran a tight ship, but his staff all
versity days and his respect for Stephen seemed to like him. He was fair to every
body—he really ran a nonpartisan ofKing and his contribution.
"I thought it was perfect," Mercer said. I fice."
Pert plans to take the summer off and
"Stephen King was my teacher; I used to
have coffee with him. And I was a student pursue his hobbies of photography and
athlete there, so I'm very aware of how travel. His one regret: "I wish I'd kept a
journal from day one," he said.
dedicated swimmers have to be."

W

hen Stephen King '70 heard last
winter that the UMaine swimming and
diving program was slated for elimina
tion because of budget problems, he do
nated $30,000 to keep the program afloat.
In making his donation, King challenged
others to make similar pledges.
James Mercer '81 answered King's
challenge Mercer, the founder of the
Nantucket Gold suntan product line, is
offering to donate 50 cents from every
purchase of his sun-care and tanning
products sold in Maine to the University
of Maine Foundation, which is attempt
ing to raise $1.5 million to fund the school's
financially strapped swimming and div
ing program. Nantucket Gold suntan
products can be found this summer in
LaVerdiere's, Wellby, Goldsmith's
Sporting Goods, the L.L. Bean outlets in
Freeport and Ellsworth, and the UMaine

James Mercer '81, founder of the Nantucket Gold suntan product line, is hoping to keep
the UMaine swimming program afloat by donating proceeds from his tanning lotions.
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Start
In his first year as a

starter, the Giant's Billy
Swift was off to a 6-0
start before getting
injured. And the

Oakland A's Mike
Bordick was near the

top of the American

League batting race.
They are just two of

several ex-Maine ath
letes making it in the

pros.

hen former Maine All-Ameri
can Billy Swift '85 was traded
to the San Francisco Giants
from Seattle last year, he did more than
just change leagues and teams. He also
came out of the bullpen and into a regular
rotation as a starter.
Apparently the change suited Swift
just fine. He got off to the best start of any
pitcher in the National League. At the end
of May, before suffering a shoulder injury,
he boasted a record of six wins and no
Billy Swift '85 pitching for the San Francisco Giants earlier this year.
losses.
That impressive record should not have
come as much of a surprise because Swift
"It's just getting confident that I can ments as a starter, however. Most nota
has shown steady improvement in his get hitters out," he said earlier this spring. bly, he's had to work on his off-speed
years as a pro. Last year he ended the "The last few years I've just tried to go out pitches.
season for Seattle with a 1.99 earned run and get in a good rhythm. I'm not doing
Since he only faced hitters once as a
average, one of the best in the American anything really different this year. I'm reliever, he generally went with his fastball
League.
actually keeping the same attitude I had and slider. Now, facing the same batters
Swift is crediting most of his success when I was relieving."
several times a game, he feels he needs to
this year to experience.
Swift has had to make a few adjust develop a wider variety of pitches. In
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particular he wants to work on his change
up and split-fingered pitches.
It looked as though the only thing that
might prevent Swift from an outstanding
season was a nagging shoulder soreness
which took him out of the rotation in late
May.
The former Black Bear was hoping that
the shoulder would respond to rest and
treatment. "There is no sense rushing it,"
Swift said.

s

I

wift isn't the only former Maine
baseball star making a name for
himself in the "show." After two months
of the season, Oakland A's shortstop Mike
Bordick '88 was near the top of the
American League in batting with a better
than .350 average. He also hit his first
major league home run.
Everyone knew that Bordick was an
outstanding fielder. But his hitting has
been a pleasant surprise, especially to A's
manager Tony LaRussa.
"He's a winning player," LaRussa said
in an interview with the Bangor Daily News.
"He understands how to compete. He's
been very consistent for us. He's a very
solid shortstop and he's developing into
a tough out. He's a smart hitter."
LaRussa thinks that part of Bordick's
recent success can be attributed to going
back to an open stance at the plate.
"Mike has been seeing the ball better
with the open stance, " the A's manager
noted. " The results have been outstand
ing." And how does the former Black Bear
and Hampden Academy graduate feel
about being among the leagues' leading
batters?
"It feels great," Bordick said. "It's a big
thrill to see my name up there in the Top
10. Hopefully it will last a bit longer."
Bordick is also hoping that his out
standing play will solidify his place as the
starting shortstop with Oakland.

E

Mike Bordick ’88 as a Black Bear in 1987.

Buffalo Sabres defenseman Keith Carney '92.

Meanwhile three ex-Maine players
were involved in one series.
Center-right wing Bob Corkum '89
and defenseman Keith Carney '92 played

for the Buffalo Sabres in their first round
series against the Boston Bruins. In that
series, defenseman Bob Beers '90 saw lim
ited action for the Bruins.

arlier in the year, Maine alums were

also very involved in the National
Hockey League's Stanley Cup playoffs.
New Jersey Devil's defenseman Eric
Weinrich '88 played well in a losing effort
m the Devil's first round against the New
York Rangers. Weinrich played in 76
games this season and had seven goals
and 25 assists.
Weinrich has been a regular with the
Devils for several seasons now. In his first
full season he was selected to the NHL
All-Rookie team.

Eric Weinrich '88 in action for the New Jersey Devils
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--------------------------------------- Dean Smith '89----------------------------------------

“What matters most is one’s drive and one’s
willingness to do whatever it may take to achieve
a desired outcome.”
To make his vision and his dream
come true, Dean Smith invested thou
sands of hours in his electrical engi
neering studies. That determination
ultimately won him the coveted
Walter Byers Award as the nation's
number-one NCAA male scholar
athlete.
His numerous doubters became
believers. He was able to combine

•«T '

the best elements of his mind and
body to achieve national distinction
of the highest order. On the court as
well as in the class room, he repeat
edly soared to "make the basket."
Thousands of young men and
women will follow Dean Smith with
their visions and dreams. They need
your continued support, so they too
can soar to unexpected heights.
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A Limited Edition print by this noted Maine artist
image size 9" x 14" Edition of 1000.
$55.00 Ppd. MC./ VISA Me. Res. add 6% sales tax.

THE PINE TREE SHOP and BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 Market Street
Portland, Maine 04101
Tel. 207 773 3007

33 Bayview Street
Camden, Maine 04843
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A MOST UNUSUAL RESTAURANT
A Complete Menu - Featuring:
FRESH SEAFOOD From Maine's Rugged Coast
Daily Specials From Our Chefs
Our Unusual Low Prices Will AMAZE YOU!
BREAD AND ROLLS HOMEMADE
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Alumni Association Member Profile
H. ALLEN FERNALD
CLASS: 1954
HOME: Camden, Maine
JOB: President, Down East Enterprise
VOLUNTEER WORK:
Vice chairman of the Development Council;
Member of the Executive
Committee of the Alumni Association
HOBBY: Sailing the Maine coast

He Liked our Story,
So H. Allen Fernaid ’54 renewed his membership in the University of Maine Alumni Association. As president of
Down East Enterprise—publishers of Down East, Global Finance, Fly Rod & Reel, and numerous other magazines
(not to mention books)—Allen knows what quality is—and he knows that a strong Alumni Association is critical
to the quality of the University of Maine. That's why he's a member. Of course, he likes the benefits, too. Benefits
such as subscriptions to MAINE magazine and our classnotes publication, Mainely People, and discounts on
merchandise and travel.
Join Allen and thousands of other fellow alumni who have joined the Alumni Association. Call (207)581-1134
today to become a member.

